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Summary

• Bank prudential regulation evolved over 30 years

• Light touch regulation in the mid 2000s was 
replaced by complex and forward looking regulation

• Covid-19 crisis find banks better prepared to 
withstand losses



Prudential regulation and regulatory data

• Data to implement prudential standards

• Concerned with banks financial health

• Snapshots of bank individual exposures, income, 
expenditure and resources

• Confidential capital requirements set by supervisors
 Capacity to absorb losses during stress

• High and low frequency data

• At regular time-intervals

• Individual bank and group consolidated data



HBRD (Hybrid) constructed from regulatory data

• Over 1000 by-bank 
indicators

• Regulation: Solvency, 
Liquidity

• Balance sheets

• Off balance sheet 
commitments

• Derivatives

• Asset quality

• Income and expenditure



Crises, bank failures and the economy

• Intermittent asset and loan losses are natural 
occurrences in banking

• During crisis times losses affect more firms and 
for longer

• Banks’ insolvency risk is high during periods of 
wider stress

• There can be major economic consequences 
as it was seen in 2007-8

• Prudential regulation aims at reducing these risks



History of UK Prudential Regulation and loss absorbing capacity



Loss absorbing and risk-weighted capital ratio

• Risk-weighting should help identify 
the most significant risks

• Not enough controls and back stops in 
2006-2007
 Myopic view of expected losses

 Low loss absorbing capacity

 Regulatory failure

• Major regulation reform 2009-2019



Own resources, quality of capital, risk management

• Loss absorbing 
was low in 2006

• Large banks safety 
hanged on market 
confidence

• False sense of 
safety lead to 
excessive risk-
taking



Individual bank liquidity regulation

A. From major 
banks and 
wavers to all 
banks

B. From simple to 
complex quality 
rules

C. From liquid 
asset focus to 
funding stability



Accounting standards

• Provisioning decisions 
left to banks? 

• Provisioning only 
when there is strong 
evidence of losses 
(IAS 39)

• IFRS 9 uses evidence 
and forward looking 
losses when 
provisioning



Summary

• HBRD covers 30 
years of prudential 
regulation

• From 2000s light 
touch regulation 
to complex and 
forward looking 
regulation

• Heathier banks 
ahead of COVID-19

HBRD
(Hybrid)



Additional information

• Historical Banking Regulatory Database project (HBRD)

Bank of England Staff Working Paper 652
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/working-paper/2017/an-overview-of-the-uk-
banking-sector-since-the-basel-accord-insights-from-a-new-regulatory-database

Blog:
https://bankunderground.co.uk/2017/07/13/a-camel-ride-retracing-the-
history-of-uk-banking-through-a-new-historical-database/
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